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Part 1: Statistical Information

The distributions of grades awarded in the May 2013 session are given in the table below.

GRADE A B C D E F Abs Total
Number 33 83 107 48 36 12 9 328
% of Total 10.06 25.30 32.62 14.63 10.98 3.66 2.74 100

The Examiners would like to note that candidates need to indicate clearly on the booklet which 
question there are answering.

Part 2: Comments regarding candidate’s performance

A1

(a) Most students focused their answer more on the advantages of a database and not of a 
website.

(b) Generally correctly answered

(c) Generally correctly answered

(d) This was poorly answered as students gave the answer of what is testing and NOT of what is 
a test plan!  Answer expected was something like the testing strategy which usually includes 
black box testing and what is required to be tested.

(e) There were quite a few students (especially the ones from Gozo) who did not know what 
HTML stands for.  In fact one answer was given as “Hotmail”!

(f) This was the worst question answered.  Students had no idea what DDL and DML are used 
for.  Most of them took the easy way out and answered that one describes the data and the 
other one manipulates the data!

(g) Generally correctly answered

(h) Generally correctly answered.

A2

(a) Generally correctly answered

(b) Generally correctly answered

(c) Most students answered this on the Data Protection Act.

(d) Most students answered this in just one line, that is, to create a website.  The answered 
should have been more focused on that the small organisation can compete with large 
organisations since not a lot of costs are involved as well as no office space is needed.  
Basically students were expected to give the advantages of e-commerce.

A3

(a) Generally correctly answered

(b) Correctly answered.
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A4

(a) Generally correctly answered

(b) Another question that was poorly answered. Students did not give the differences between 
them.  The answer expected was that a URL is the address of a document on the computer 
whilst a domain name represents the IP address of a computer.

(c) Correctly answered.

(d) Correctly answered.

A5

(a) Some students still do not know the types of documentations that exist.

(b) Most students knew the answer to what is the purpose of the system evaluation.  However 
many did not know on what evaluation is usually based on.  That is, usability, effectiveness 
and maintainability.

(c) Correctly answered.

A6

(a) Correctly answered

(ii) Most students tend to give examples with brand names.  For example, Windows instead of 
operating system.

(b) Generally correctly answered, however, there were quite a few students who answered what 
a network is and not what a NOS is.  Also, most students gave the answered as “This is the 
internet” for a networked operating system.

A7

(a) Generally correctly answered.  However there were answers listed as “administrates the 
database.  This administrator is a language which the database is written with”.

(b) There were quite a few students who answered that the data dictionary is like a normal 
dictionary, that is, you enter a word and it searches it for you.

(c) Most students do not actually know the true meaning of attributes and entities.  Basically, 
common answers were “They are rows” or “They are columns” or better still “they are the 
small boxes found in a table”!
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The Examiners would like to note that candidates need to indicate clearly on the booklet which question there are answering.

Part 2: Comments regarding candidate’s performance

A1

(a) Most students focused their answer more on the advantages of a database and not of a website.

(b) Generally correctly answered

(c) Generally correctly answered

(d) This was poorly answered as students gave the answer of what is testing and NOT of what is a test plan!  Answer expected was something like the testing strategy which usually includes black box testing and what is required to be tested.

(e) There were quite a few students (especially the ones from Gozo) who did not know what HTML stands for.  In fact one answer was given as “Hotmail”!

(f) This was the worst question answered.  Students had no idea what DDL and DML are used for.  Most of them took the easy way out and answered that one describes the data and the other one manipulates the data!

(g) Generally correctly answered

(h) Generally correctly answered.

A2

(a) Generally correctly answered

(b) Generally correctly answered

(c) Most students answered this on the Data Protection Act.

(d) Most students answered this in just one line, that is, to create a website.  The answered should have been more focused on that the small organisation can compete with large organisations since not a lot of costs are involved as well as no office space is needed.  Basically students were expected to give the advantages of e-commerce.

A3

(a) Generally correctly answered

(b) Correctly answered.
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(a) Generally correctly answered

(b) Another question that was poorly answered. Students did not give the differences between them.  The answer expected was that a URL is the address of a document on the computer whilst a domain name represents the IP address of a computer.

(c) Correctly answered.

(d) Correctly answered.
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(a) Some students still do not know the types of documentations that exist.

(b) Most students knew the answer to what is the purpose of the system evaluation.  However many did not know on what evaluation is usually based on.  That is, usability, effectiveness and maintainability.

(c) Correctly answered.
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(a) Correctly answered

(ii) Most students tend to give examples with brand names.  For example, Windows instead of operating system.

(b) Generally correctly answered, however, there were quite a few students who answered what a network is and not what a NOS is.  Also, most students gave the answered as “This is the internet” for a networked operating system.
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(a) Generally correctly answered.  However there were answers listed as “administrates the database.  This administrator is a language which the database is written with”.

(b) There were quite a few students who answered that the data dictionary is like a normal dictionary, that is, you enter a word and it searches it for you.

(c) Most students do not actually know the true meaning of attributes and entities.  Basically, common answers were “They are rows” or “They are columns” or better still “they are the small boxes found in a table”!
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